
2007 the way they now debate 1971 vs. 1976 (high botrytis in 1976; most observers would today choose 
1971 as the greater vintage; but at Müller, the 1976s are exceptional, perhaps influencing his outlook).  
This is a raised expectation because at the end of the harvest, Müller did not think 2007 had the potential 
of 2006.  Müller also thinks that the wines will close down hard after about two years, only to reopen 
again some time down the road.  The QbA Scharzhof is from vines in Saarburg, mostly harvested at the 
beginning.  As a QbA it is stunning: pure, beautiful Saar wet stone aromas.  The mouth is essentially dry, 
but the wine is fruit and pure with a very direct structure.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 2 08.  There are three 
Kabinetts, and I tasted two of them.  Interestingly, although analytically all are the same, at least between 
the two that I tasted, there are notable differences.  The first Scharzhofberger Kabinett (#3) is from the 
center of the vineyard and relatively late harvested.  The wine is stony, pretty, and pure in the nose with 
some botrytis.  In the mouth, the wine is fruity and stony with white peach fruit that is crystalline in 
quality and very pure, but with Saar structure.  It is like biting into a perfect piece of fruit.  Müller’s 
Kabinetts can last forever -- the 1976 is just now at its peak.   Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 3 08.  I did not taste 
the #4, but it, like the #5 is from the Oberemmel side of the vineyard; the #4 was picked early, the #5 late.  
The Scharzhofberger Kabinett (#5) is lighter with nectarine fruit that is quite pure; it is a bit more austere 
than the #3, but it seems that it also might mature a little earlier.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 5 08.  The 
Scharzhofberger Spätlese shows pure, wet and chipped stone aromas, followed in the mouth by yellow 
fruits, especially some mirabelle plum, and honey.  There is great depth here and lovely acidity to 
balance against the richness and sugar.  Plenty of ripeness, and this wine is lovely to drink already.  Last 
digits of A.P. Nr.: 6 08.  The auction Scharzhofberger Spätlese is analytically the same as the regular 
Spätlese, but this is from old vines.  It is floral in the nose, and in the mouth is extra deep and pure with 
yellow plum flavors and great length.  It is rounder than the regular Spätlese, but still remains a Spätlese.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 10 08.  Müller will only designate a wine Auslese (or above) if it is 100% botrytised, 
so these wines are quite rare in 2007.  The first Scharzhofberger Auslese (#7) was bottled early.  It has 
honeyed botrytis in the nose. In the mouth, the wine shows ripe, honeyed apple fruit but it is still young.  
The wine has fabulous focus, but unlike the wines up to here, I would not sacrifice a bottle of this young 
and would hold until it was at least 10-12 years old.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 7 08.  In contrast, the 
Scharzhofberger Auslese (#11) was one of the last wines to be bottled, in June 2008.  Less open in the 
nose, the wine is chewier and denser on the palate with creaminess and depth, but still not showing a lot 
of fruit.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 11 08.  Last, the Scharzhofberger Auslese has the pure, stony 
Scharzhofberger nose with botrytis very evident.  In the mouth, the wine is very pure with golden 
botrytis and the rigor of Scharzhoferger plus wave after wave of fruit.  Last digits of A.P. Nr: 14 08.  
Various importers.

VON OTHEGRAVEN 

2007 TROCKEN  93/A
2007 FEINHERB  88/A
2007 MAXIMUS  91+/A
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG EL GG  94(+)/A
2007 WILTINGEN KUPP  92+/A-
2007 OCKFEN BOCKSTEIN  92(+)/A-
2007 WILTINGEN KUPP KABINETT FEINHERB  93/A+
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG KABINETT  93+/A+
2007 OCKFEN BOCKSTEIN KABINETT  93/A+
2007 OCKFEN BOCKSTEIN SPÄTLESE  93(+)/A
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG SPÄTLESE ALTE REBEN EL  95(+)/A+
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG SPÄTLESE EL (AUCTION)  96/A+
2007 OCKFEN BOCKSTEIN AUSLESE  94(+)/A
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2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG AUSLESE EL  96(+)/A
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG EISWEIN EL  97/A-
Some producers in the Saar will tell you that the greatest vineyard in the Saar is not Scharzhofberg, but 
the Kanzem Altenberg, the majority of which is owned by this estate.  Until not terribly long ago, the 
estate was in the hands of an aged woman and not especially well-run.  The estate’s succession passed to 
her neice, Dr. Heidi Kegel, who gave up her medical practice to return to the estate, which sits at the foot 
of the Altenberg.  The results in 2007 are nothing short of magnificent.  Harvest here took place from 
mid-October to mid-November.  A wine not to miss, should you come across it, is the QbA trocken.  The 
wine has wet stone aromas, and in the mouth is exciting for the acidity and the stony, pure flavors with 
great energy and rigor.  It is fully dry.  This is classic Saar Riesling.  Stated alcohol: 12.0%.  Last digits of 
A.P. Nr.: 14 08.  The feinherb is leesy and mineral in the nose and is mostly dry in the mouth with energy 
but to me, lacks the same level of energy, the bite, and the clarity of the trocken. 10.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 13 08.  The Maximus is a dry wine made 70% from Altenberg grapes, 20% from 
Bockstein, and 10% from Wiltinger Kupp, roughly reflecting the estate holdings. Normally, the grapes are 
picked at Spätlese quality and the wine apparently is quite popular in restaurants.   The nose is leesy 
with red and yellow plum fruit.  In the mouth, the wine has a good attack with lively acidity, minerality 
and yellow plum fruit.  It needs a half year or a year to come into focus but shows plenty of depth and 
purity.  11.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 12 08.  From pure Devonian slate, the Kanzem 
Altenberg Grosses Gewächs is a breathtaking wine with a deep, stony Saar nose.  It is relatively ripe in the 
mouth, but chewy, intense, and deep with plenty of stoniness.  A Saar prototype that will silence your 
guests when you serve it in 5-6 years.  13.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 22 08.  The Wiltingen 
Kupp is dusty and stony in the nose, and is riper on the palate showing some residual sugar.  It will be 
good with food.  12.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 19 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein is mineral and 
stony in the nose.  In the mouth, it shows Bockstein’s round, acidic attack with some sweetness that 
mostly manifests itself as roundness.  12% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 20 08.   The Wiltingen 
Kupp Kabinett feinherb is very stony and very Saar in the nose.  In the mouth, the wine has a lovely 
acidic attack with no sweetness, the sugar serving only to broaden the texture.  One feels as though this 
is a wine carved in stone, think of the great Gothic sculptures on the façades of Chartres or Rheims 
cathedrals and there is some flinty spice here, too.  Although labelled feinherb, the wine tastes essentially 
dry.  10.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 11 08.

In the fruity style, the Kanzem Altenberg Kabinett has classic spicy, flinty, stony aromas, followed in the 
mouth by a chewy texture with fruitiness, depth, and stoniness -- again carved out of stone like Gothic 
sculpture -- but this still tastes quite dry with depth, purity, and classic Saar rigor.  9.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 16 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Kabinett is stony in the nose and mouth with plenty 
of acidity and mineral yellow fruit flavors.  It is superb but needs more time to develop.  9.5% stated 
alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr. 17 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Spätlese is very stony and dusty in the nose 
and round and plum with opulent yellow fruit in the mouth.  This a rich wine but still remains a 
balanced Spätlese.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 9 08.  Von Othegraven’s Kanzem 
Altenberg Spätlese alte Reben has great nobility to go with the botrytis in the nose.  The yellow plum and 
nectarine flavors are very clear, pure, and long and there is great attack here.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last 
digits of A.P. Nr.: 7 08.  The auction Kanzem Altenberg Spätlese has great depth and purity.  Because of 
the acidity, it does not appear as sweet as the preceding wine, but it is noble with golden, red, and dark 
fruit.  It is a great wine.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 6 08.  The Ockfener Bockstein 
Auslese is pure, honeyed, smooth, deep, and fine -- a classic.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 
5 08.  The Kanzemer Altenberg Auslese has honeyed botrytis aromas.  In the mouth, the wine is pure, 
nervy, deep, and honeyed with lovely acidic support. For the moment, it is less open than the Bockstein 
Auslese, but also shows greater potential.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 4 08.  Finally, the 
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A.P. Nr.: 14 08.  The feinherb is leesy and mineral in the nose and is mostly dry in the mouth with energy 
but to me, lacks the same level of energy, the bite, and the clarity of the trocken. 10.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 13 08.  The Maximus is a dry wine made 70% from Altenberg grapes, 20% from 
Bockstein, and 10% from Wiltinger Kupp, roughly reflecting the estate holdings. Normally, the grapes are 
picked at Spätlese quality and the wine apparently is quite popular in restaurants.   The nose is leesy 
with red and yellow plum fruit.  In the mouth, the wine has a good attack with lively acidity, minerality 
and yellow plum fruit.  It needs a half year or a year to come into focus but shows plenty of depth and 
purity.  11.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 12 08.  From pure Devonian slate, the Kanzem 
Altenberg Grosses Gewächs is a breathtaking wine with a deep, stony Saar nose.  It is relatively ripe in the 
mouth, but chewy, intense, and deep with plenty of stoniness.  A Saar prototype that will silence your 
guests when you serve it in 5-6 years.  13.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 22 08.  The Wiltingen 
Kupp is dusty and stony in the nose, and is riper on the palate showing some residual sugar.  It will be 
good with food.  12.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 19 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein is mineral and 
stony in the nose.  In the mouth, it shows Bockstein’s round, acidic attack with some sweetness that 
mostly manifests itself as roundness.  12% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 20 08.   The Wiltingen 
Kupp Kabinett feinherb is very stony and very Saar in the nose.  In the mouth, the wine has a lovely 
acidic attack with no sweetness, the sugar serving only to broaden the texture.  One feels as though this 
is a wine carved in stone, think of the great Gothic sculptures on the façades of Chartres or Rheims 
cathedrals and there is some flinty spice here, too.  Although labelled feinherb, the wine tastes essentially 
dry.  10.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 11 08.

In the fruity style, the Kanzem Altenberg Kabinett has classic spicy, flinty, stony aromas, followed in the 
mouth by a chewy texture with fruitiness, depth, and stoniness -- again carved out of stone like Gothic 
sculpture -- but this still tastes quite dry with depth, purity, and classic Saar rigor.  9.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 16 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Kabinett is stony in the nose and mouth with plenty 
of acidity and mineral yellow fruit flavors.  It is superb but needs more time to develop.  9.5% stated 
alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr. 17 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Spätlese is very stony and dusty in the nose 
and round and plum with opulent yellow fruit in the mouth.  This a rich wine but still remains a 
balanced Spätlese.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 9 08.  Von Othegraven’s Kanzem 
Altenberg Spätlese alte Reben has great nobility to go with the botrytis in the nose.  The yellow plum and 
nectarine flavors are very clear, pure, and long and there is great attack here.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last 
digits of A.P. Nr.: 7 08.  The auction Kanzem Altenberg Spätlese has great depth and purity.  Because of 
the acidity, it does not appear as sweet as the preceding wine, but it is noble with golden, red, and dark 
fruit.  It is a great wine.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 6 08.  The Ockfener Bockstein 
Auslese is pure, honeyed, smooth, deep, and fine -- a classic.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 
5 08.  The Kanzemer Altenberg Auslese has honeyed botrytis aromas.  In the mouth, the wine is pure, 
nervy, deep, and honeyed with lovely acidic support. For the moment, it is less open than the Bockstein 
Auslese, but also shows greater potential.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 4 08.  Finally, the 
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2007 IN GERMANY, PART I: A GREAT VINTAGE

The Year of the Long Hang Time

It takes some cheek to go out on a limb and call the 2007 vintage for Riesling in Germany great after the 
skein of vintages that started with 1988, but that’s what I’m going to do. Of all those vintages, virtually 
all of which were at least very good to outstanding, the wines that I have tasted so far from 2007 stand 
out more than those from any other vintage with the exception of 1990. Moreover, when one tastes the 
1990s today and one can see that the vineyard and cellar practices have changed so that the wines are not 
fully comparable.

Before getting into what makes the wines of 2007 so special, let’s discuss some limitations. There’s not a 
lot of botrytis in this vintage (although as always, there are exceptions), so if you are looking for heavily 
botrytised wines to purchase and cellar, you generally are better off looking at 2005 and 2006, both 
outstanding for this type of wine.  Second, even if you accept that the late harvest wines generally don’t 
have a lot of botrytis (which is not necessarily bad), the amounts of late harvest wines in 2007 are not 
large, so it will not necessarily be easy to find them.  Third, although Eiswein was made in 2007, not all 
the examples that I tasted were thrilling, so those in search of Eiswein may want to search for other 
vintages unless they have tasted the specific example that they are searching.   Finally, even where 2007 
does rank as a great and memorable vintage – Spätlese, Kabinett, and dry wines – not all producers were 
uniformly successful, but such is the case in almost any vintage.

In addition to the foregoing, I should add that the wines do not stand out for dramatic qualities.  Rather, 
it is the harmony and completeness of the wines and the overall balance and very fine acidity that make 
them a very special case.   Additionally, from capable producers, it was possible to get very good wines 
from lesser vineyards, thereby narrowing the quality gap among vineyards compared to various other 
vintages.   In these ways, the strengths of 2007 German Rieslings parallel the strengths of the already-
storied 2005 red Burgundies.

Another notable, and welcome, characteristic is that after two short crops in 2006 and 2005, there are 
good amounts of 2007 available.

Weather Conditions.  Generally, the winter was not very stressful and there was enough rain to lay the 
foundation for a good vintage.  Warm weather in April was followed by even hotter weather in May, 
leading to what is generally called the earliest bud break and flowering in recorded history, although 
Dirk Ricther with Max Ferdinand Ricther in the Mosel says that from 1911 to 1921, there were several 
vintages that were this precocious.  By late June, it looked as though the harvest was going to be 
extremely early, perhaps competing with 2003.  But then a largely cool July and August with rain at 
appropriate times slowed the development in the vineyards, and by September, the vintage was only a 
few weeks ahead of normal.  In mid-September, there were some weather incidents that suggested a 
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2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG AUSLESE EL  96(+)/A
2007 KANZEM ALTENBERG EISWEIN EL  97/A-
Some producers in the Saar will tell you that the greatest vineyard in the Saar is not Scharzhofberg, but 
the Kanzem Altenberg, the majority of which is owned by this estate.  Until not terribly long ago, the 
estate was in the hands of an aged woman and not especially well-run.  The estate’s succession passed to 
her neice, Dr. Heidi Kegel, who gave up her medical practice to return to the estate, which sits at the foot 
of the Altenberg.  The results in 2007 are nothing short of magnificent.  Harvest here took place from 
mid-October to mid-November.  A wine not to miss, should you come across it, is the QbA trocken.  The 
wine has wet stone aromas, and in the mouth is exciting for the acidity and the stony, pure flavors with 
great energy and rigor.  It is fully dry.  This is classic Saar Riesling.  Stated alcohol: 12.0%.  Last digits of 
A.P. Nr.: 14 08.  The feinherb is leesy and mineral in the nose and is mostly dry in the mouth with energy 
but to me, lacks the same level of energy, the bite, and the clarity of the trocken. 10.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 13 08.  The Maximus is a dry wine made 70% from Altenberg grapes, 20% from 
Bockstein, and 10% from Wiltinger Kupp, roughly reflecting the estate holdings. Normally, the grapes are 
picked at Spätlese quality and the wine apparently is quite popular in restaurants.   The nose is leesy 
with red and yellow plum fruit.  In the mouth, the wine has a good attack with lively acidity, minerality 
and yellow plum fruit.  It needs a half year or a year to come into focus but shows plenty of depth and 
purity.  11.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 12 08.  From pure Devonian slate, the Kanzem 
Altenberg Grosses Gewächs is a breathtaking wine with a deep, stony Saar nose.  It is relatively ripe in the 
mouth, but chewy, intense, and deep with plenty of stoniness.  A Saar prototype that will silence your 
guests when you serve it in 5-6 years.  13.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 22 08.  The Wiltingen 
Kupp is dusty and stony in the nose, and is riper on the palate showing some residual sugar.  It will be 
good with food.  12.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 19 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein is mineral and 
stony in the nose.  In the mouth, it shows Bockstein’s round, acidic attack with some sweetness that 
mostly manifests itself as roundness.  12% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 20 08.   The Wiltingen 
Kupp Kabinett feinherb is very stony and very Saar in the nose.  In the mouth, the wine has a lovely 
acidic attack with no sweetness, the sugar serving only to broaden the texture.  One feels as though this 
is a wine carved in stone, think of the great Gothic sculptures on the façades of Chartres or Rheims 
cathedrals and there is some flinty spice here, too.  Although labelled feinherb, the wine tastes essentially 
dry.  10.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 11 08.

In the fruity style, the Kanzem Altenberg Kabinett has classic spicy, flinty, stony aromas, followed in the 
mouth by a chewy texture with fruitiness, depth, and stoniness -- again carved out of stone like Gothic 
sculpture -- but this still tastes quite dry with depth, purity, and classic Saar rigor.  9.5% stated alcohol.  
Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 16 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Kabinett is stony in the nose and mouth with plenty 
of acidity and mineral yellow fruit flavors.  It is superb but needs more time to develop.  9.5% stated 
alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr. 17 08.  The Ockfen Bockstein Spätlese is very stony and dusty in the nose 
and round and plum with opulent yellow fruit in the mouth.  This a rich wine but still remains a 
balanced Spätlese.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 9 08.  Von Othegraven’s Kanzem 
Altenberg Spätlese alte Reben has great nobility to go with the botrytis in the nose.  The yellow plum and 
nectarine flavors are very clear, pure, and long and there is great attack here.  7.5% stated alcohol.  Last 
digits of A.P. Nr.: 7 08.  The auction Kanzem Altenberg Spätlese has great depth and purity.  Because of 
the acidity, it does not appear as sweet as the preceding wine, but it is noble with golden, red, and dark 
fruit.  It is a great wine.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 6 08.  The Ockfener Bockstein 
Auslese is pure, honeyed, smooth, deep, and fine -- a classic.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 
5 08.  The Kanzemer Altenberg Auslese has honeyed botrytis aromas.  In the mouth, the wine is pure, 
nervy, deep, and honeyed with lovely acidic support. For the moment, it is less open than the Bockstein 
Auslese, but also shows greater potential.  7.0% stated alcohol.  Last digits of A.P. Nr.: 4 08.  Finally, the 
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Kanzem Altenbaerg Eiswein is stony in the nose.  In the mouth, there is botrytis evident from the 
honeyed flavors, which I generally do not prefer in Eiswein, but the cutting acidity supports it, although 
making this more like a Beerenauslese than an Eiswein in type.  Importer:  Michael Skrunik Wines, 
Syosset, New York.

JOH. JOS. PRÜM 

2007 KABINETT JOH. JOS. PRÜM  90/A
2007 BERNKASTELER BADSTUBE KABINETT  92/A
2007 GRAACHER HIMMELREICH KABINETT  92+/A
2007 WEHLENER SONNENUHR KABINETT  93+/A+
2007 BERNKASTELER BADSTUBE SPÄTLESE  94/A
2007 ZELTINGER SONNENUHR SPÄTLESE  92(+)/A
2007 GRAACHER HIMMELREICH SPÄTLESE  94/A
2007 WEHLENER SONNENUHR SPÄTLESE  95+/A+
2007 BERNKASTELER BADSTUBE AUSLESE  94/A
2007 GRAACHER HIMMELREICH AUSLESE  95(+)/A
2007 WEHLENER SONNENUHR AUSLESE  97(+)/A+
2007 GRAACHER HIMMELREICH AUSLESE GOLD CAPSULE  96/A
2007 WEHLENER SONNENUHR AUSLESE GOLD CAPSULE  97/A+
With each successive vintage, this fabled estate seems to come up with a new set of wines that leaves me 
shaking my head in admiration. Dr. Manfred Prüm is now working with his eldest daugther, the talented 
and beautiful Dr. Katharina Prüm, and it seems clear that for at least another generation the greatness of 
this estate is assured.  Harvest here began on October 8 and lasted to late December when the Eiswein 
was taken in a day or two before Christmas.  We start with the Kabinett “Joh. Jos. Prüm,” which shows 
the characteristic pure, mineral, leesy nose of Prüm wines.  In the mouth, the wine is pure and fine with 
fantastic focus.  It is drier than the Badstube Kabinett that follows and also elegant, long, and crystalline 
in its minerality with a slight mouthwatering quality to the acidity.  The Bernkasteler Badstube Kabinett 
shows a touch of spice and is less mineral in the nose than the preceding wine.  It is round, elegant, pure, 
and calm in the mouth with a medium-weight body, relative dryness due to the acidity, and hints of 
yellow fruit flavors to develop and go with the spice flavors.  The Graacher Himmelreich Kabinett shows 
mineral aromas followed by the succulent Graacher Himmelreich texture and taste of pure stones plus 
spice and apples. The Wehlener Sonnenuhr Kabinett is deeper than the Himmelreich with salty 
minerality in the nose, followed by crispness and purity to its penetrating minerality with very good acid 
support.  The Bernkasteler Badstube Spätlese has mineral aromas with some honey.  The minerality 
continues in the mouth and the wine is medium weigh with succulence, electric acidity, clarity, purity, 
and crystallinity to its spiced quince fruit.  The Zeltinger Sonnenuhr Spätlese shows more body than the 
Badstube but also more finesse to its pear fruit, and some tenderness supported by firmness, too.  
However, the wine doesn’t have the same fantastic energy of the Badstube. Prüm’s Graacher 
Himmelreich Spätlese has spiced apple aromas and flavors with lively electricity. This wine is very 
typical, and extremely fine, Graacher Himmelreich. Last of the Spätlesen, of course, is the Wehlener 
Sonnenuhr Spätlese, a great Spätlese by any measure. Mineral, deep, and nervy in the nose, the wine is 
electric, deep and very mineral with lime and Sonnenuhr vanilla flavors and great depth.  Not unusual 
for the vintage, the Bernkasteler Badstube Auslese has hardly any botrytis.  It is spiced and mineral with 
mouthwatering acidity and excellent length. Likewise, there is hardly any botrytis in the Graacher 
Himmelreich Auslese.  The wine is somewhat rich with Himmelreich spiced apple fruit plus minerality.  
It is a very young and outstanding representative of this terroir.  Very little botrytis in the Wehlener 
Sonnenuhr Auslese, too.  The wine is pure, deep, and mineral in the nose, and in the mouth shows great 
acidity with apricot fruit, nervosity, purity, and depth.  It will be a great bottle.  Both the Gold Cap 
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